
Get to Know Mohs
Mohs surgery is the most effective technique for removing basal 

and squamous cell carcinomas, resulting in the least amount of skin 
removed. Once the cancer is removed, the surgical defect is repaired in 

our office, resulting in a beautiful cosmetic outcome as well.
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Basal or Squamous 
Cell Carcinomas

Cancer that 
was treated but 

returned.

Skin Cancers 
Treated  

with Mohs

Cancer located 
in a sensitive area 

where a patient will 
most likely want 
to maintain the 

best cosmetic and 
functional results

BasalBasal

Cancer is aggressive and 
growing at a rapid pace.

Cancers with 
borders that 

are not easily 
defined.

New Nonmelanoma Skin Cancers*

99% 
Cure Rate

Recurrent Nonmelanoma Skin Cancers*

95% 
Cure Rate

RESULTS: Cure Rates of Mohs Surgery
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Why Choose a Fellowship 
Trained Mohs Surgeon?
Mohs surgery is a 
delicate, intricate and 
highly effective treatment 
for skin cancer. It is 
performed strictly by dermatologists; 
however, not all dermatologists 
performing Mohs surgery are certified 
by the American College of Mohs 
Surgery (ACMS). Some physicians do 
not have formal fellowship training and 
oftentimes only complete a weekend 
instructional course for Mohs surgery. 
In order to become certified by the 
ACMS, a physician must complete 
a dermatology residency and an 
additional one to two years of specialty 
training in Mohs surgery and surgical 
reconstruction.

Dr. Andrew Nelson completed his 
dermatology residency at Harvard 
Medical School and then studied Mohs 
surgery and surgical reconstruction at 
UCLA. He is certified by the ACMS 
and has performed thousands of Mohs 
surgeries. Dr. Nelson also has extensive 
training in surgical reconstruction, 
resulting in beautiful cosmetic 
outcomes. By choosing Dr. Andrew 
Nelson as your patient’s Mohs surgeon, 
your patients will receive the highest 
standard of quality and competency, as 
well as an ideal cosmetic result.



Your Skincare Experts
At Nelson Dermatology, we not only specialize in the medical treatment of skin conditions, we are also experts 
in dermatopathology, dermatologic surgery and laser surgery.  
All examinations and procedures are performed by our Board Certified Dermatologists who have trained at some 
of the most well known medical institutions in the world, including Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and UCLA. 

Christopher G. Nelson, Jr., MD 
Dr. Christopher Nelson, Jr. is a board certified dermatologist who prides himself on providing 
the most comprehensive, compassionate care to his patients. He earned his medical degree at 
the University of Missouri – Kansas City and completed his dermatology residency training at 
the University of South Florida. Dr. Christopher Nelson also went on to complete additional 
training in dermatopathology at the University of Texas Medical Branch – Galveston. 

Andrew A. Nelson, MD  
Dr. Andrew Nelson is a board certified dermatologist who trained at some of the most 
prestigious medical institutions in the country. He completed medical school at the Johns 
Hopkins University School of Medicine, where he graduated at the top of his class and was 
elected to the prestigious Alpha Omega Alpha society. He then completed his dermatology 
residency at Harvard Medical School and went on to study Mohs surgery, cosmetic surgery, 
and facial reconstruction in a fellowship program at UCLA. 

Lana McKinley, DO, FAAD, FAOCD 
Dr. Lana McKinley is a board certified dermatologist committed to delivering excellent, 
compassionate, and personalized dermatologic care for her patients using a team-based 
approach. She completed medical school at Nova Southeastern College of Osteopathic 
Medicine followed by an internship and residency at Largo Medical Center and the Bay Pines 
VA, where she served as chief intern and co-chief resident. She has authored medical articles 
in leading dermatology journals, presented at national conferences and is a fellow of the 
American Academy of Dermatology. 

NelsonDermatology.com
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